
abandoning the hare’s
efforts? Short-cutting, yes,
but not doing it at all, and yet
getting a morning’s exercise?

All credit to our harriettes: at
one stage the front runners
were, almost exclusively,
Velcro, Shergar, Legless - who
had had the sense to forget
Ponce - and our newcomer,
here given the handle Sabrina.
(I am sure some of you are old
enough to remember why!)

I did say almost exclusively.
There were a few males who
put in an occasional
appearance: Cardiff, Stilton,
Glow Worm. And by definition
one other who noticed all this.
But let’s hear it for the girls!

We got back from our
morning’s entertainment a few
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become of the eternal verities
if even the trail can go
AWOL?

Which is what happened.
Tosser laid a lovely great trail,
or so he told us afterwards,
but if anyone ever found it, he
or she was not back in when
the Circle ended. No, we got
to his first check - the only
one any of us would ever see,
as it proved - and saw blobs
of flour at once, immediately
beside the check circle.

Yes, yes, with hindsight we
should have been suspicious,
but flour is flour, what do you
do with it but follow it? North,
it transpired: what we should
have done, seemingly, is (a)
remember in time that North
Hants had hashed here
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recently, (b) given Tosser
credit for  - Oh, I don’t know
what! - and (c) checked back,
and south, till we found the
real trail.

Well, we didn’t, and who
can blame us? We surged on,
puzzled by the scarcity, the
paucity, of the flour, till we
came to a bar. That did give us
pause, and time for word to
circulate that Ponce had gone
right where we went left, and
perhaps we should all have
been following him? We
didn’t, but it would have made
no real difference if we had:
just doing someone else’s trail
as a left-hander instead of a
right hander.

Not that Ponce was ever
seen again. Hardly surprising:

It is well established that the
in-phrase nowadays is “life,
liberty, and the pursuit of
flour”. Happiness is a chimera;
we are encouraged indeed to
pursue it, but there would be
many long faces if we found it.
Just think of our employers, of
all those nice people eager to
sell us goods and services, all
those churchmen and
politicians: well out of a job if
we all said: “This is it! I’m
putting my feet up and taking
it easy from here on in!”

Now flour, that’s another
matter. Given patience and
good will, the hash can be
absolutely certain of finding
and following the trail the hare
has laid.

Until today. What is to

we needed all we could muster
to follow this old trail, which
we began by crossing the bar.
All right, Surrey don’t use
bars, but do NH4 cross them?

For that matter, do NH4 use
check circles? How come we
never found any? Hard to
believe that the rain left
enough flour for us to follow,
but washed out the checks in
their entirety. And another
mystery: although most of the
blobs were faded and tired (no
comparisons please with the
Surrey old guard, nor yet with
the current mismanagement!),
there were a fair few fresh and
cheerful blobs. Rain or not.

Oh, I don’t know. Has
Surrey ever run another trail
before, eschewing and

YOU WANT A TRAIL TO BE
NEW? DIFFERENT? DU

JAMAIS VU? WELL, HERE IT
IS,  THOUGH NOT TOSSER’S!
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minutes before noon. BB had
the sense to get on with the
circle (Legless was frozen, but
Ponce had the car keys) which
allowed us to cheer in those
who had done something else:
Atalanta, J.Arthur, Stilton -
and, supremely, Gerry Gurney,
who came in from a totally
different direction just as the
Circle ended.Wild applause.

Cardiff stood in in his stead
as RA, while Golden Balls
gruffly demanded a retraction
of your scribe’s assertion
recently that he had RA’d
without doing the trail. So
here’s to GG and GB, both
back to real running. Next:
Tequil’Over....



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF
sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org
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1660 04-02-07 Tosser Puttenham II

1661 11-02-07 Mr Valentine

1662 18-02-07 Redeye&Ratty

1663 25-02-07 Desperate Dan

1664 04-03-07 Gibber

1665 11-03-07

Run 1659, (1659a 14:00)

Date 27th(a), 28-Jan-2007

Hare (Popeye) Golden Balls

Venue Salisbury

On On White Hart

P-Code SP1 2SD

Scribe FRB
Directions:

M3, A303, A343, A30 ring road & follow signs for city centre
then to the roundabout at southernmost point on the north
bank of the River Avon, turn towards city centre, into Exeter
Street, continue into St John Street. Pass the Cathedral on
left. The White Hart is on right, opposite the Law Courts
(about half a mile from the Exeter Street roundabout).Car park
rear of hotel, in Brown Street. Turn right at lights into Ivy Street
& right into Brown Sreet, car park 100 yards on the right.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org
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Interhash Tee-Shirts
Cherry Haberdash is chasing late payments for the
Interhash Tee-Shirts (“They Know who they are!”
“They’ve been told!”), can they pay next week or
contact Cherry on 0208 940 2558 please.

Kingswood Hash Quiz
KVC (top hall) 17th Feb at 8.30 sharp.
Hashes expressing intent to arrive are Surrey (of course)
OCH3, W&NK, London (courtesy of Trigamist) EGH3,
Barnes, “and I hope Weybridge, so it should be quite a
good evening” - Desperate Dan

can’t remember any more! onON Teq

Here are 409 facts, most of which you never knew.
Some are even quite interesting, part 1. (this could
take some time! to be used when all else fails! Teq)

1.  Most American car horns honk in the key of F.

2.  The name Wendy was made up for the book
"Peter Pan."

3.  Barbie's full name is Barbara Millicent Roberts.

4.  Every time you lick a stamp, you consume 1/10
of a calorie.

5.  The average person falls asleep in seven
minutes.

Surrey Hash Chrismas 2006 Dinner Dance
The Surry run is from Salisbury. Popeye is laying a

Saturday run too, details on separate sheet.


